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When the paintjob goes down badly, the heater breaks and the screen-ﬁtting is
agony, stay positive. At least your workshop colleague isn’t as ﬂatulent as usual
THE STORY SO FAR
This time last year, serial restorer Mark Evans was well
over halfway through his tenth televised workshop
project for Discovery TV. He had taken on the kind of
restoration challenge that, because of its ridiculous
timescale, most amateur car restorers would cross the
M25 on their hands and knees to avoid. He agreed to
strip, refurbish and completely rebuild a dilapidated
1973 MGB Roadster in just 12 weeks. It had to be
concours standard and he had to rebuild the original
shell. Crazy? Perhaps. But not as crazy as the bloke
from Stoke who agreed to help him.

Workshop/TV studio:
scene of joy/pain.
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ALWAYS KNEW that choosing to paint
my restored B in a non-MG colour was
going to provoke debate, particularly among
MG purists. I didn’t choose its new colour for
that reason, but the fact it’s become such a
talking point is a bonus. There’s nothing
I enjoy more than creating a bit
of controversy.

Crew thought paintjob
was ‘utter sheet’ at ﬁrst.

From the moment we clapped eyes on our
project car, Les and I knew we would have to
paint it a different colour. Some MG owners
may love it, but in my opinion, Bracken (also
known as sewage orange) looks no better on a
sportscar than it does on David Dickinson’s
face. So, alternatives? The obvious contenders
were British Racing Green and Tartan Red –
colours that I like and which look good on TV
(unlike Old English White, for instance). But I
wanted my MGB to stand out and ooze class.
James Bond never drove one but if metallic
gun-metal grey with red leather interior
had been a no-cost option in
the Sixties and Seventies,
he may have
considered
one.

Akzo Nobel is one of the world’s largest
paint manufacturers and Ed Hilborne is the
company’s equivalent of Q – a man in a white
coat with the know-how and imagination
needed to knock up a hi-tech paint to match
the colour I had in mind. I couldn’t give him a
speciﬁc paint code because the colour I wanted
was a cross between an Aston Martin silver and
a Lamborghini grey. At that point it was
nothing more than a pigment of my
imagination. So I described it to him over the
phone and stressed that, whatever shade they
come up with, the ﬁnished paint must look like
a period metallic – nothing too modern,
nothing too bling.
Les and I call Ed’s creation ‘James Bond
Silver’ and we love it. So does almost everyone
else now that the car is ﬁnished, but ﬁrst
reactions were less than favourable. A sprayed
but naked bodyshell is never a pretty
sight and, like people of a certain
age, they tend to look
better dressed.

Shell after two coats
of ‘James Bond Silver’.

LIKE A STEEL BALLOON...
Bringing the sprayed shell back from the
paintshop was a project milestone. It was a day
to remember, not just because we were one
step closer to ﬁnishing, but because for the
second time in as many months the gearbox on
my tow truck (a much-loved but rather
dilapidated 1980 two-door Range Rover) let
go big style en route to the paintshop. Nearly a
year on and poor old Goff, as we call it (it’s a
van – Van Goff – yes, I know it’s not the
right spelling), is still outside my ofﬁce
awaiting surgery.
But it’ll have to wait because back
at the workshop, Les and I have a
dramatic moment to contrive.
With the gleaming shell back
from the shop, we covered it
up with a blanket ready to
ham-up a live ‘reveal’ on
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camera. Thank God it wasn’t really live because
we didn’t get the kind of reaction we were
hoping for. In fact, we hardly got any reaction
at all. Director Pete Mate was clearly
underwhelmed and just groaned. Diplomatic
as ever, Jill and Nick (camera and sound) said
nothing. Yes, under the workshop lights it did
look grey and ﬂat, but Les and I were sure it
was an optical illusion. Decked out with a new
red leather interior and wearing all its chrome,
the shell was going to shine. We knew that, but
at the time we completely failed to convince
anyone else. Not even my ten-year-old son
Finlay, who asked: ‘What colour will it
be when it’s painted?’
When we eventually rolled the
ﬁnished car out into sunlight,
we ﬁnally got the reaction we
had been hoping for. It looked
amazing. Everyone agreed.
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FIFTEEN DAYS TO GO
With the painted shell on the ramp, we had 15
days to complete the restoration. Precious little
time but we convinced ourselves that things
weren’t as bad as they looked. With the car
high on the ramp and viewed from underneath
it almost looked ﬁnished. But the view from
above was bleak. The engine bay contained an
engine but precious little else, and it’s amazing
how long it takes to ﬁt all the bits and pieces
needed to bring a naked block back to life.
There was also no windscreen, no door
furniture (or windows), no upholstery, no
seats, no steering column, no dash, no roof, no
fuel tank, no exhaust. Fifteen days? No chance.
Time to crack on but things didn’t get off to
a good start. Les beat me to the engine bay, so
I was left with no option but to refurbish and
reﬁt the heater box – a simple enough job. I
reckoned it should only take me an hour, tops.
In the end it took me the best part of two days.
Why? Well, the new parts I bought to upgrade
the unit were badly designed and didn’t ﬁt
properly. And that’s going to be a recurring
theme over the next few issues. In general,
I ﬁnd the quality of pattern parts produced
for classic cars isn’t very good. I would
welcome your thoughts on this subject.
Where was I? Oh yes, the heater box. From
what I gather, the standard MGB unit has
always been a bit of a let down: not
very efﬁcient at delivering heat
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Old heater box hides
corroded matrix.

JOBS DONE THIS MONTH

That heater box. It
must have been cursed.

Old windscreen – not
great if you like to see.

where required and driven by a fan barely
capable of blowing a paper bag off the
demisters. But there is an upgrade available
from the MG Owners’ Club (MGOC) spares
department and possibly others, I’m not sure.
It comes as a kit and includes a new powdercoated box and lid, an upgraded matrix (more
cores and ﬁlaments), a more powerful fan
motor and a bigger impeller. Sadly, there’s no
main rubber gasket and no instructions.
Fortunately, I still had the old unit available to
use as a template.
The matrix just drops in place and isn’t ﬁxed
to the box, but ﬁrst you need to cover its two

Gleaming new
windscreen. Mmmm.

ends with foam (supplied) to prevent air taking
the path of least resistance and bypassing the
heater ﬁlaments. To seal it properly, though,
you need more foam than supplied. So far so
good (apart from not having enough foam –
but that’s being picky) but the best is yet to
come. The next jobs are to attach the motor to
its mounting plate, attach the mounting plate
(with the motor) to the heater box lid and
then, and only then, ﬁt the big impeller to the
motor shaft. It has to be done in that order
and you’ll ﬁnd out why in a minute. Then it’s
just a case of dropping the lid in place
(together with attached fan motor and

Scrawlings of a lunatic
(left) and a door (right).

l Reﬁtted the heater box
l Fitted the windscreen
THINGS TO DO IN 13 DAYS
l Fit all engine ancillaries, including radiator, silicone
hoses and thermostatically-controlled cooling fan
l Upgrade fuel pump to electronic operation
l Fit electronic-ignition kit
l Make and ﬁt new exhaust with tubular, ceramiccoated headers
l Fit new dash, all instruments and switch gear
l Fit steering column and steering wheel
l Refurbish and re-upholster seats
l Fit all new trim panels
l Fit new carpets throughout
l Fit new hood frame and hood
l Fit door windows and door furniture
l Refurbish and paint original Rostyle wheels
l Fit all lights
l Fit bumpers, badges and bright work – including
chrome side strips
l Have nervous breakdown

impeller) and clipping it on. It takes one
hour maximum, including ﬁlming time.
Before ﬁtting the new heater box to the
car, I thought it best to test it. That’s when
things started to go pear-shaped. I hooked
up the fan motor to a battery and discovered
that it made a bizarre noise created by the
impeller balance weights.
The noise was so weird that it took us a
while to stop laughing. Clearly, the assembled
throng (led by Les) thought it was my fault and
that I had done something very wrong during
the unit’s assembly. But it turned out that the
bigger impeller was making contact with a
bafﬂe plate inside the box. So I rang the
supplier and expressed my concern. I was told
that all I needed to do was bend the bafﬂe a bit
to gain a bit more clearance. Like good boys,
we did as instructed before reassembling the
unit and retesting it. Silence. That was that
solved. Or so we thought.
Brimming with conﬁdence but unable to
get the fan motor’s noise out of my head, I set
about ﬁtting the box to the car. I knew it
would be a real ﬁddle because it’s a very tight
ﬁt in the front bulkhead – it was hard enough
getting the old unit out. It would have gone in
ﬁrst time if the uppermost ﬁxing tab on the
new box was actually the right shape. But it was
too squarely cut and not curved enough
to ﬁt under the scuttle, so I had to take the
box out again, modify the tab and repaint it.
Some simple job.
Later that day, with the upgraded heater box
in place and bolted to the shell, we set up our
cameras for the ﬁnal sequence of our heater

box
blockbuster. ‘And
action,’ said Pete Mate.
‘A ring, ding-a-ding, ding, ding, ding, ding,
ding, ding,’ replied the heater box.
No-one laughed this time. I would happily
have pulled the upgraded heater box out of the
car, driven over it with the farm tractor and
downgraded it to scrap. Bolting the heater unit
to the shell had subtly altered the shape of the
box, bringing the impeller and bafﬂe back into
contact. ‘We’ve never had a problem before,’ I
was told. ‘Well it must be us, then,’ I said, and
suggested that someone might like to build a
new box at the factory, bring it down to the
workshop and ﬁt it for us. Which, bless them,
they did. And – would you believe it – their box
made exactly the same noise too.
We used the opportunity to point out some
of the design faults of the upgrade kit,
including the fact that the impeller is bigger
than the access hole in the cover plate. So if you
need to change either the motor or the
impeller for any reason, you need to take
the entire heater box out. That’s the reason
why, during assembly, you have to ﬁt the fan
motor to the lid ﬁrst and then attach the big
impeller. MGOC, who supplied the kit,
listened carefully to our concerns and
suggestions and assured us that it would take
immediate action to resolve the issue.
But we couldn’t wait for the new design
so ended up ﬁtting the more powerful fan
motor with standard-sized impeller. Rather
irritatingly we had wasted the best part of a
very costly ﬁlming day. Without doubt, ours is
the most expensive modiﬁed-downgradedupgraded heater box in the long and
distinguished history of MG heater boxes.
Time will tell if it’s any better than the
standard bit of kit.

large
blokes and a
well-lubricated ﬁnger. Les
and Dave provided the former, and I
fetched the Fairy Liquid. As they pushed down
on the top of the frame to apply some pressure
on the seal, I began the frankly painful process
of unpeeling the curled-up front ﬂap of the
seal using my ﬁrst ﬁnger. I was tempted to use
some kind of tool but didn’t dare in case I
damaged the paintwork.
With the front edge of the seal now lying ﬂat,
we still needed Les and Dave to sit on the
windscreen frame to line up the relevant
holes to locate the main ﬁxing bolts. Even with
the main bolts in place, it was impossible to
locate the smaller bolts that ﬁx the centre stay
plate to the scuttle. In the end I was forced to
chop the captive nuts out from their cages to
be able to drop the new stainless-steel bolts
through the slotted holes in the scuttle. What a
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ﬁasco. I
can’t imagine
Autoglass – or any other
windscreen-ﬁtting company for that
matter – trying to do what we had just been
through, single-handed on the side of the road
in the pouring rain, all for a £60 excess.
Les and Dave were sweating and I had
scraped through a near-death experience.
At one point during the proceedings I was
lying upside down in the passenger footwell,
with Les’s arse right above my head. If he’d let
one go (as he tends to in times of crisis), I
would have suffocated.
Anyway, I survived, and the clock’s
still ticking...
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Optimistic felt-tip
work on four-pot lump.

WHEN I’M FITTING WINDOWS
With Dave from MGOC still at the workshop
(he’d tried to escape but we locked the door),
we ﬁgured that the time was right to ﬁt the new
windscreen. It helps if you have a few extra
hands and bit more weight. Practical Classics
recently revealed how to replace the
windscreen on an MGB Roadster (December
2005, p100). The article covered how to
change the glass in the frame but not how to
reﬁt the frame to the car. And that, my friends,
is the really difﬁcult bit if, like us, you’re ﬁtting
a new windscreen frame seal. The frame is
only held on by four big bolts, two either side
and a couple of smaller bolts that ﬁx a centre
stay to the scuttle. All the bolts were a
nightmare to locate and it seems they always
are. The problem is the new rubber seal. It
takes some squashing.
Before ﬁtting the windscreen frame you
need to re-cover the top of the scuttle. Leather
looks great but is easily marked (especially by
water) so I chose vinyl. It’s also a good idea to
ﬁt the demister vents at this stage. The arms of
the windscreen frame locate into slots either
side of the scuttle, but the ﬁxing holes were
miles out and it was clear we had another
struggle ahead of us. At this rate we were never
going to get the car ﬁnished on time.
To squash the rubber seal sufﬁciently to
locate the frame-ﬁxing bolts, you need two

New copper brake
pipes ﬁtted.
NEED TO KNOW
MGOC spares: 01954 230928
Concours Auto Products:
(wing protectors) 020 8599 9669
Akzo nobel: 0990 143540
www.sikkenscr.co.uk
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Looks deceptively
ﬁnished from below.
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